
Indefinite Pronouns (every/some/any/no)

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The exclamation interrupted Roy who was explaining, with great
satisfaction, that ________thing was all right.
1.

It's always cold and dark, and there doesn't seem to be ________thing to
eat there.
2.

Last of all he clasped the young wife to his breast, gently stroked her hair,
and whispered ________thing in her ear at which she smiled up at him
through her tears and then blushingly looked down.

3.

I never saw ________thing so perfectly dear!4.

I leaned over the edge, but could see ________thing.5.

And he did ________thing in his power to bring this end about and to
weaken the possibility that his son should ever be a holy man.
6.

________thing must have happened to her, he feared, to keep her out so
late, with no word to him concerning her movements.
7.

While the stores were being put on board, Arnold made a careful
examination of every part of the machinery, and then of the whole vessel, in
order to assure himself that ________thing was in perfect order.

8.

Sir Walter was, like Maria, never put out by discomforts on a journey, but
always ready to make the best of ________thing and to find amusement in
every incident.

9.

If I know ________thing of him he will not let her out of his sight.10.

Merely as a method of system in business I have never seen
________thing more interesting.
11.

I don't want to have ________thing to do with you fellows!12.

Then we suggested that we were even then quite hungry, and asked for
________thing to eat.
13.
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________thing was ready for the guests, who were to be invited to dinner
next day; and when Toby went to bed that night, it seemed as if he would
never get to sleep for thinking of all the friends he was to see.

14.

And please don't say ________thing more.15.

There was ________thing of the same feeling in regard to official
discipline.
16.

Lisbeth thought she had never seen ________thing so funny.17.

Yet because I want to learn to act, why the whole stage and
________thing connected with it is anathema.
18.

The courier went on again up the hill, and ________thing was in an
uproar.
19.

If you won't say ________thing more like that I will forget it altogether.20.
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